
Four Ecologies

How could Rødberg strengthen its urban character? If we 
consider the term urban in its Norwegian definition, ex-
tracted from the theoretical work of Sverre Pedersen, the 
most prolific urban planner in the history of Norway, the 
question rather becomes how Rødberg can strengthen its 
position as part of a landscape and how this landscape as-
serts its presence in the town. What landscape is Rødberg 
a part of?

I. The natural landscape: Located between several natio-
nal parks, protected areas and monitored zones, Rødberg 
enjoys stunning views towards the natural scenery, with 
mountain reindeer roaming the plateaus.

II. The touristic landscape: With natural features as the 
main attractor, the area around Rødberg is known for a 
high density of cabins, as well as a strongly developed 
network of hiking- and ski trails, paths and slopes.

III.  The productive landscape: Rødberg is situated in 
the Numedalen valley, a rich agricultural land with proud 
traditions. The rural landscape is about sustainably culti-
vating the land in order to feed its inhabitants. Farms line 
the Numedalslågen river, while sheep and goats graze 
the heights. Driving up the valley means following a pat-
chwork of fields, contrasted by forest and water.

IV.  The hydroelectric landscape: With its mighty water 
bodies, the region is the site of massive energy harves-
ting. This landscape is made visible through dams, pipe-
lines and power stations scattered across the land.

These four ecologies provided the basis for the strategy 
for Rødberg. The premise was that a strengthening of lo-
cal identity needs to be rooted in a regional context of 
landscape management. The strategy therefore will be to 
reconnect Rødberg to each one of the four landscape sys-
tems, allowing them to become drivers for future deve-
lopment.

Messa, the canteen
200 m2

CD storage + Veterinary
520 m2

POTENTIAL EMPTY SPACE
More than 3500 m2 of empty buildings –grey– or soon to be –orange–  are 
already available around the city center to locate program to implement change 
in Rødberg.
We propose a guide with specific program for the transformation of five of these 
buldings in the different stages of the project –the outlined ones on phase I, and 
the dotted ones on phase II–.
We suggest that the municipality could provide advantegeous renting conditions 
for the others in order to attract young companies and inhabitants.

IV.  Hydroelectric landscape

III. Productive landscape

II. Tourism andscape

I. Nature landscape

The industry house
700 m2

Fire department
680 m2
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PHASE I  · REUSING, REACTIVATING AND REORGANIZING

TUNING

2. Moving the bus station from its current 
location to Rødberg Hotell, freeing the 
acces to Uvdalsåe waterfront.

7. Refurbishing Industriens Hus into 
flexible housing units.

13. Finish the public spaces and 
connections around Sentrum and 
Uvdalsåe.

1. Refurbishment of Lokstallen, 
establishing a food cooperative with local 
products and social events.

8. Inhabiting the abandoned water 
treatment plant with the Sausage and 
Cider tasting bar.

14. Celebration of the first Summer Festi-
val in in the Uvdalsåe Plaza

3. Start strategy to develop partially 
subsidized occupation of empty buildings 
by startups and local initiatives.

9. Celebrating the first ski race of 
Rødberg ending in the Uvdalsåe Square. 

16. Construction of the Science Museum 

4. Change the access and parking of the 
Emergency Response centre –while it’s 
not displaced– to Stasjonsvegen

10. Repurposing the Fire Deparment –
roelocated to Skoberget– into the 
Handcrafted Cider Brewery.

15. Location the Energy Competency 
centre in one of the buildings of Nore I.
Messa, the canteen is currently empty

5. Provide a clear connection between the 
car charging station to Lokstallen and 
the waterfront area.

11. Repurposing the Veterinary House 
into a Sheep Cheese factory.

17. Consideration of housing needs in the 
municipality, eventual extension of the 
area considered in Skogenberget.

6. Start refurbishment of the Sentrum 
street to suppress barriers an provide a 
continuous boulevard from the Hotel to 
Nore I 

12. Refurbishing the train tracks to 
create the Numedalen food corridor.

18. New times mean it’s maybe time for a 
new EUROPAN!

LOKSTALLEN
In the old train garage, nowadays empty, we propose to create a local food and 
products market. A cooperative business for the farmers and craftsmen of the 
valley of Numedalen to sell their products to the locals but also to the tourists 
and cabin owners of the region. They stop a few steps away to do their groceries 
and charge their electric car and would be pleased to discover the delights of the 
region. Marking the entrance of the town, this space could also work as a social 
center, organizing events for both the local comunity and visitors.

VISITORS MEET THE LOCALS
The Kiwi supermarket is an important stop for many on 
their way to the cabins, both for grocery shopping, and for 
its charging stations as a part of the Green Corridor. There 
is a huge potential that lies in welcoming visitors to extend 
their stay beyond the supermarket. 

Through small but effective interventions to attract these 
travellers, the area around Lokstallen would be established 
as a destination for a food market and local events, inviting 
visitors to experience the local culture, crafts and food.

REORGANIZATION OF FLOWS - MOBILITY PROPOSAL

SENTRUM
Perspective of the proposal for the main street and connections to the 
surroundings. A continuous space through the center.

HOUSING
There are plenty of beautiful spots surrounding Rødberg to have a villa with nice views, but our proposal is to create 
an alternative typology in the centre, with smaller units sharing certain facilities. This would be ideal for both young 
newcomers and elderly people in need of less space. They will be located in the Industriens Hus, where the existing 
building is transformed, and one floor is added. The 15 units optimize the existing shape to create flexible dwellings with 
good light conditions and proximity to both center and river, while keeping the morphology of the urban settlement. 

UVDALSÅE WATERFRONT - A SHOWCASE FOR NORE OG UVDALS’ PRODUCE
With Lokstallen established as a destination for a food market and local events, the next step is to 
expand and build upon this development by inhabiting the other buildings by Uvdalsåe. With the 
relocation of the Emergency Center, these can be occupied by food and handicraft production from 
the region.
This way, in this privileged area connected to the Green Corridor and the touristic attractions, 
the delights of Nore og Uvdal will be promoted and used to intensify activity and strengthen the 
identity of the municipality. In addition to Lokstallen, a Cider brewery, a Cheese factory and a 
Sausage tasting bar is proposed around the Lake square. A final step would be to refurbish the old 
train tracks to drive an automatic train that could be used to transport the food and goods along the 
Numedalen valley.

RØDBERG - A MEETING POINT FOR PAST AND FUTURE
An Energy Competency Centre could be located in one of the buildings belonging to  the Nore I 
compound. Since Messa, the old canteen is currently empty, it seems like to most logical place to 
locate it.
While the strategy for strenghtening Rødberg involves inhabiting existing structures, and strength-
ening connections, a final step could be to utilise possible new institutions to strengthen the link 
between the Center, the new Market Square and the Power Station. A new Science Museum in this 
inbetween area is a possibility. It should be an extremely open building, linked to the intervention 
in the surrounding landscape, a metaphor of what the relationship between the human being and 
the environment (what Natural Sciences aim for)

Perspective  of the Uvdalsåe Square –Kraftsplassen– from the ancient train tracks, one used as part of the pedestrian and bicycle loop around the lake, and the other one reused to locate the new autonomous train linked 
to the production of  Numedalen. By simply modifying the mobility flows and re-purposing empty buildings, there’s a huge opportunity to promote tourism, collective events, local production and urban richness.

Softening the traffic in the center
and reducing the impact of cars

A wall in every room in the house re-
ceives sun at some point during the day

Lokstallen

Sheep Cheese 
Factory

The Uvdalsåe 
Square

The Science 
Museum

Main exhibition 
building Space for temporary 

local exhibitions

Uvdalsåe Island
A space for land-art 

interventions

Energy Competency
Center

Nore I
Power Station

Messa,
the Canteen

Reindeer Sausage
Tasting Bar

Handcraft Cider
Brewery

The distribution allows to atomize one 
room adding a single wall in the hall. This 
can be rented as a working space (T.1)
or with a toilet as a small studio (T.3)

T.1
60 m2

2 rooms

T.1

T.3

T.1 T.1

T.3

T.1 T.1

T.3

T.1 T.2

T.2

Social room

Laundry room

T.2

T.2

T.2

T.2

T.2
40 m2

1 room

T.3
120 m2

3 rooms

Room 2

Living room

Winter garden Room 1

Rentable room with 
independent access

Wall addition in 
the hall

Toilet

Kitchen

Storage

New connections and
prioritizing soft mobility

Encouraging tourism of 
the green corridor:
A 30 minutes touristic route
through Rødberg’s heritage
while travelers charge
their electric car

PHASE II  · DEVELOPING PROGRAM AND GENERATING ATTRACTION

PHASE III  · ENRICHING AND SPREADING KNOWLEDGE
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Uvdalsåe

Uvdalsåe

AN AUTUMN DAY
The fall has started and with it the harvest of apples. The apples arrive 
to the Cider factory, Lokstallen organizes a course to make apple tarts. 
Outside, fishers enjoy their free time by the lake

The Productive Centre of Numedalen!  
The centre point of events such as the Numedalsrally, Vasstulan Race, Rødbergs Day and Farmers Day, as well as a place to hang-out after school. 

Weekend cabin dwellers stop to pick up local delights at the Friday market, youngsters are taugth local craft traditions.

RØDBERGS WINTER RACE
A new tradition made possible because of the intervention on the  
central street and it’s connection to the skiing routes. Now there’s plenty 
of space for a winter festival for locals and tourists

THE CIDER FEAST
Last harvest’s local Cider is ready to be tasted. Taking advantage of 
the high tourism season, a music and food festival is organized in the  
Uvdalsåe Square to promote local production

CONNECTING PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPES

I. Nature
Green connections towards the surroundings are enhanced, making it easi-
er for pedestrians to go for a stroll, but also allowing the landscape to infil-
trate into the town. The ski trails north of town are extended down towards 
the river, connecting the network of tracks and trails down towards the lake

II. Tourism
Rødberg Hotel and the groceries store , the road travelers oriented nodes 
around the Central Street are complemented by the new local food and 
products node of the Uvdalsåe Square. The ski routes coming from the 
North are also brought down to the town

III. Local production
With the rich production of Numedalen, Rødberg has a unique opportunity 
to present itself as a node in the agricultural landscape. By establishing food 
processing and distribution in the town, the agricultural landscape would 
become part of the town and create a destination for tourists and locals

IV. Hydroelectricity
The hydroelectric landscape is perhaps the one that is most visible in Rød-
berg. So the challenge will be to make them understandable and a key char-
acter in the story of Rødberg. A supercharging of an electric car takes about 
half an hour, which gives you time to take a walk through it.

11. Cheese factory

1.Lokstallen

6. Housing

13. Uvdalsåe Square

5. Electric car
charging station

6. Sentrum

New bridge

Rødberg skole

2. New bus station

Soil pier

Supermarket

16. The Uvdalsåe 
Island

4. New access to 
the Emergency 
Responce Centre

Nore I 
powerplant

Rødberg dam

Handcar station

Leisure loop

13. Numedalen 
food corridor train

Handcar station
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Connection to Skogenberget

Connection to southern ski and 
hiking tracks

Rødberg Hotel

9. Connection to 
Vikangrevdegen ski area

8. Tasting bar
10.Cider brewery

Old train station

16. Science Museum

15. Energy 
Competence Center

Kraftplassen

13, 16. Skogenberget
future urban developement
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Rødberg

Tuning · Connecting Productive Landscapes

A Norwegian Urbanity 

The theme of “Productive Cities” evokes ideas of production, agriculture and industry within the context of 
urbanity. A common thread running through previous Europan proposals is the idea of mixing and merging 
living and production. However, one might wonder if the concept of “city” is even relevant in the context 
of Rødberg. With a modest population of close to 500, Rødberg is a typical example of a Norwegian small 
town. In these settlements, the concept of urbanity in a European tradition becomes ineffective. There is 
perhaps a need for another understanding of urbanity, rooted in local specificity and culture. Is there such a 
thing as a Norwegian city?

In order to understand Norwegian urbanity, we looked back to the time when planning and urbanism became 
a field in its own right in Norway. Architect and planner Sverre Pedersen is usually credited with pioneering 
these disciplines in Norway, especially with the establishment of the architecture and planning studies at 
the Norwegian Institute of Technology in 1911. Pedersen is relevant because he came from an international 
background, having studied in Sweden and Germany, having to adapt these ideas to a Norwegian context. It 
is in this translation we believe the key elements of a Norwegian urbanity can be found.

Having done planning work for more than 100 Norwegian towns, consulting on numerous others, being 
responsible for the rebuilding during the war as well as educating a generation of architects and planners, it 
is difficult to overestimate the influence of Sverre Pedersen on the Norwegian built environment. While he is 
generally known for establishing strong axes and wide plazas, his own writings tell a different story. Reading 
Pedersen’s unpublished texts, it is striking how concerned he was with themes such as topography, landsca-
pe and views. To Pedersen, it was essential that the urban was subordinate to the landscape, and that the task 
of the planner was to not spoil any natural features, but rather enhance them through tools such as terracing, 
framing and viewpoints. What stands out more than anything as the basis of Norwegian settlements is the 
idea of living in the landscape. Pedersen even goes as far as to say that the city should provide an intimate 
understanding of the surrounding territory.

Four Ecologies

How could Rødberg strengthen its 
urban character? If we consider the 
term urban in its Norwegian, Sve-
rre Pedersen-inspired definition, 
the question rather becomes how 
Rødberg can strengthen its position 
as part of a landscape and how this 
landscape asserts its presence in the 
town. What landscape is Rødberg a 
part of?

I. The natural landscape: Located between several national parks, protected areas and monitored zones, 
Rødberg enjoys stunning views towards the natural scenery, with mountain reindeer roaming the pla-
teaus.                                                        
 

II. The touristic landscape: With natural features as the main attractor, the area around Rødberg is known 
for a high density of cabins, as well as a strongly developed network of hiking- and ski trails, paths and 
slopes.             

Rødberg
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III. The productive landscape: Rødberg is situated in the Numedalen valley, a rich agricultural land with 
proud traditions. The rural landscape is about sustainably cultivating the land in order to feed its inhabi-
tants. Farms line the Numedalslågen river, while sheep and goats graze the heights. Driving up the valley 
means following a patchwork of fields, contrasted by forest and water.      
   

IV. The hydroelectric landscape: With its mighty water bodies, the region is the site of massive energy har-
vesting. This landscape is made visible through dams, pipelines and power stations scattered across the 
land

These four ecologies provided the basis for the strategy for Rødberg. The premise was that a strengthening 
of local identity needs to be rooted in a regional context of landscape management. The strategy therefore 
will be to reconnect Rødberg to each one of the four landscape systems, allowing them to become drivers for 
future development.

Recycle / Reuse / Transform

Rødberg is in the privileged position of already having several empty buildings readily available for inhabi-
tation and transformation. The strategy is based on beginning with minimal effort/maximum impact inter-
ventions, and will work with existing structures as much as possible. New buildings are a future possibility 
after a sustainable growth and creation of demand. An early step would be to facilitate local initiatives and 
startups by offering subsidised rent in some of the empty spaces. This would not only generate life in the 
center, but also become the start of local, successful ventures. 

Lokstallen will be the first building to be transformed, to establish a desti-
nation that in itself can generate new development. By inhabiting the buil-
ding with an event space for food markets, local crafts classes, festivals and 
a café, minimum effort could create maximum impact. New housing units 
could be situated in the House of Industry, where another floor could be 
added to increase capacity. In order to attract young newcomers, small units 
are proposed, with a degree of shared spaces. This would also be ideal for 
students interning in the school, kindergarten or town hall, and could prove 
to be a practical alternative for elderly people in need of less space. This 
would be a counterweight to the dispersed villas which make up most of 
the built environment today, as well as connecting both to center and river.

A thorough strategy for the main street is detailed in the panels, highlighting the access to the lakefront, and 
prioritizing pedestrians.

The Natural Landscape

Rødberg is situated in the middle of a stunning natural landscape, and only needs a few precise interventions 
in order to improve the connection to the surroundings. Local species of trees and flowers could infiltrate 
town, leading the way to recreational areas for fishing, bathing or a Sunday stroll. These green connections 
could also improve pedestrian movements, establishing shortcuts from the school area to the center and 
from the center to the river.The ski trails north of town are extended down towards the river, connecting the 
network of tracks and paths down towards Lokstallen, where a cup of hot chocolate could be the perfect end 
to a ski trip.
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The Hydroelectric Landscape

The hydroelectric landscape is perhaps the one that is most visible in Rødberg. Not only through the archi-
tecturally refined power station and the massive pipelines running down the mountain side, but especially 
through the artificial lake, crowned by a dam. These features are already present and visible, so the challenge 
will be to make them understandable and a key character in the story of Rødberg.

Today, hydropower represents green energy, and it is fitting that one can look across the dammed lake onto 
the power station with its monumental pipelines, and perhaps understand how the landscape connects to 
energy and movement. The Green Corridor facilitates charging of electric cars from Kongsberg to Geilo, and 
is a manifestation of the hydroelectric landscape.

In order to strengthen Rødberg’s identity as a hydropower hub, an Energy Competency Centre could be 
located in one of the buildings belonging to the Nore I compound. Messa, the old canteen is currently empty, 
providing the perfect location as a first step. 

The Touristic Landscape

The Kiwi supermarket is an important stop for many on their way to the ca-
bins, both for grocery shopping, and for its charging stations as a part of the 
Green Corridor. There is a huge potential that lies in welcoming visitors to 
extend their stay beyond the supermarket. 

The area around Lokstallen would be established as a destination for a food 
market and local events, inviting visitors to experience the local culture, crafts 
and food.

The Productive Landscape

With the rich production of Numedalen, Rødberg has a unique opportunity to present itself as a node in the 
agricultural landscape. There is a vast amount of production, and by establishing food processing and distri-
bution in the town, the agricultural landscape would not only become part of the town, but create a destina-
tion for tourists and locals alike.

Moving the bus station to the space in front of Rødberg Hotell, the space 
in front of Lokstallen becomes much more inviting, and people passing 
through would complement their grocery shopping with locally produced 
food. The previously mentioned Lokstallen area could be complemented 
by inhabiting the abandoned water treatment plant with a bar showcasing 
locally brewed cider and sheep sausages. The next step would be to chan-
ge the entrance to the Emergency Response Center to Stasjonsvegen. 
Building a new Center is a time-consuming process, and moving the en-
trance is a good way to make the lakefront more accessible. Eventually, 
the Emergency Response Center could be relocated to the Skogenberget 
area west of the center - still connected to the main road, but out of the 
way for pedestrians enjoying the center and lakefront. These buildings 
can then be occupied by food and handicraft production from the region. 
This way, in this privileged area connected to the Green Corridor and 
touristic attractions, the delights of Nore og Uvdal will be promoted and 
used to intensify activity and strengthen the identity of the municipality. 
In addition to Lokstallen and the Sausage tasting bar, a Cider brewery 
and a Cheese factory are proposed around the Lake plaza. This would 
provide the opportunity to get a taste of the landscape.
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A final step would be to refurbish the old train tracks to drive an automatic train that could be used to trans-
port the food and goods along the Numedalen valley, strengthening the connection to the productive hinter-
land, providing locally produced and processed food. By introducing local products and crafts to the site, 
the town becomes connected to the productive agricultural landscape, creating a narrative of what Rødberg 
means.

Future developments

While the strategy for strengthening Rødberg involves inhabiting existing structures, and enhancing con-
nections, this could ultimately lead to future development that also involves building new structures. As 
the process involves anchoring each step in local initiatives and no quick-fixes, a sustainable development 
would lay the groundwork for bold innovations, such as an intensification of production in the market area, 
extending the Energy Competency Center or a new Science Museum. These possible new institutions could 
be utilised to strengthen the link between the Center, the market area and the Power Station. A new Science 
Museum could be an open and inviting building, linked to the intervention in the surrounding landscape, a 
metaphor of what the relationship between the human being and the environment could be –what Natural 
Sciences aim for–.

The Story of Rødberg

Tourists already stop at the local supermarket to get groceries and charge their car. A supercharging of an 
electric car takes about half an hour, which gives you time to take a walk towards the market square, where 
an abundance of local produce welcomes you. Further on, the Science Museum would be a place for lear-
ning about the productive landscape, while the train tracks and the power station are reminders of the town’s 
industrial history. A stroll around the lake becomes a narrative explaining the four landscapes constituting 
Rødberg. Ultimately, the story of Rødberg could serve as a model for sustainable development in count-
less of Norwegian settlements adapting to issues of depopulation and an increasingly aged population, by 
pioneering a specific Norwegian urbanity as an alternative development deeply connected to surrounding 
landscapes.
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